Lipid droplets: FSP27 knockout enhances their sizzle
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Fat-specific protein of 27 kDa (FSP27) is a highly expressed adipocyte protein that promotes triglyceride accumulation within lipid droplets. In this issue of the JCI, Nishino et al. show that FSP27 also helps to maintain the characteristically large unilocular lipid droplet structure within each white adipocyte (see the related article beginning on page 2808). Fragmentation of lipid droplets in white adipocytes from FSP27-KO mice caused both increased lipolysis and upregulation of genes enhancing mitochondrial oxidative metabolism. This increased energy expenditure in turn protected the mice from diet-induced obesity and insulin resistance. These new results highlight powerful mechanisms that tightly coordinate rates of triglyceride storage in lipid droplets with mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation in white adipocytes.

The handling and disposal of large volumes of greasy cooking ingredients like lard and vegetable oils is a messy business as any restaurant manager will lament. Human physiology faces the same daunting challenge for the efficient storage and metabolism of fats. To accomplish these feats, fat-storing cells, referred to as white fat cells or adipocytes, are uniquely specialized to accommodate over 95% of their cell volume as a single lipid droplet (Figure 1). Triglyceride within this unilocular lipid droplet can, in reaction to other signals, be hydrolyzed to fatty acids and glycerol, which move through the circulation to muscle and other tissues for energy production (fatty acids) and to liver for conversion to glucose (glycerol). Proteins are known to coat the surfaces of lipid droplets in adipocytes. However, until now, what molecules are required to maintain the distinctive unilocular characteristic of lipid droplets in white adipocytes has remained a mystery. In this issue of the JCI, Nishino et al. (1) provide compelling evidence that one such protein is fat-specific protein of 27 kDa (FSP27; also known as Cidec), a highly and selectively expressed protein in human white adipocytes (2), recently found to colocalize with lipid droplets and regulate fat storage (3–5).

Lipid droplets: composition and structure
Lipid droplets within adipocytes are composed of a core of triglycerides and cholesterol esters that are surrounded on their surfaces by a phospholipid monolayer associated with lipid droplet proteins (6). Perilipin was the first identified lipid droplet-specific protein that coats the surfaces of these structures in brown and white adipocytes and some steroidogenic cells (7). It is the prototypic member of a family of related proteins containing a “PAT” domain, so called for the members perilipin, adipophilin (also known as adipose differentiation–related protein), and the tail-interacting protein of 47 kDa (TIP47), but also includes the plasma membrane–associated protein S3-12 and myocardial lipid droplet protein (MLDP/OXPAT) (6, 8). This domain, in
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FSP27 is required for the unilocular structure of lipid droplets in white adipocytes. According to this model, the biogenesis of small lipid droplets in the endoplasmic reticulum is followed by their subsequent fusion in the cytoplasm of white adipocytes. Proteins thought to be involved in cell membrane fusion processes (e.g., N-ethylmaleimide–sensitive factor [NSF], soluble NSF attachment protein [α-SNAP], and SNAP receptors [SNAREs]) might activate these fusion processes. Lipid droplet proteins (dark blue) such as perilipin, tail-interacting protein of 47 kDa, S3-12, adipose differentiation–related protein, and others may be involved in packaging the lipids in multilocular lipid droplets in adipocytes. According to Nishino et al. (1), in their current study in this issue of the JCI, FSP27 plays a key role in the formation of unilocular lipid droplets in adipocytes of WAT, since lipid droplets are shown to be multilocular in FSP27-KO mice. How might FSP27 mediate unilocular disposition of the lipid droplet in primary white adipocytes? This function of FSP27 is not apparently shared by perilipin, because in their current study, Nishino et al. (1) show that white adipocytes from FSP27-KO mice are multilocular, while those from perilipin-KO mice remain unilocular (12, 13). Little is known about the mechanisms that control the sizes of lipid droplets in adipocytes or in other cells that can accumulate small lipid droplets. However, proteins involved in cell membrane fusion processes, such as N-ethylmaleimide–sensitive factor (NSF), soluble NSF attachment protein (α-SNAP), and such SNAP receptors (SNAREs) as synaptosomal-associated protein of 23 kDa (SNAP23), synaptin-5, and vesicle-associated membrane protein 4 (VAMP4), were recently discovered to be associated with lipid droplets and may mediate lipid droplet fusion (14). Thus, as depicted in Figure 1, perhaps the biogenesis of small lipid droplets in the endoplasmic reticulum is followed by their subsequent fusion in the cytoplasm of adipocytes. Continued enlargement of lipid droplets by direct incorporation of additional triglycerides might also occur.

In this regard, some lipid droplet proteins are constitutively available in the cytoplasm to bind lipid droplets (e.g., TIP47, S3-12, MLDP/OXPAT), while others are exclusively present on lipid droplets and absent as free proteins in the cytoplasm (e.g., perilipin, Cidea, and FSP27). As the model in Figure 1 hypothesizes, perhaps FSP27 catalyzes fusions of smaller lipid droplets onto the larger one, although this concept remains to be rigorously tested. Interestingly, Nishino et al. show that the presence of multilocular lipid droplets in brown adipocytes correlates with virtually undetectable levels of FSP27 protein in these cells. In contrast, perilipin is abundant in brown adipocytes.

**Perilipin and FSP27 in control of lipolysis and fat storage**

Another important distinction between the functions of perilipin and FSP27 revealed by the current study by Nishino et al. (1), relates to their modes of regulation of lipolysis. Perilipin is required for optimal glycerol and fatty acid release into the serum in response to injection of catecholamines into mice (12), while FSP27 ablation has no effect on this response (1). Thus, perilipin is thought to be part of the mechanism whereby lipolysis is stimulated through enhancement of the actions of adipose triacylglyceride lipase (ATGL) (6) and hormone-sensitive lipase (6, 8, 15), while FSP27 does not seem to function directly in these mechanisms. However, in cultured adipocytes, siRNA-mediated knockdown of either FSP27 or perilipin enhances basal lipolysis, without attenuating lipolysis in response to catecholamines (1, 3). This difference between cultured versus primary adipocytes with respect to the mode by which perilipin participates in catecholamine action is not understood and contrasts with the similarity of effects of FSP27 in vivo and in vitro. In any case, FSP27 depletion by either gene ablation in mice (1) or by siRNA-mediated gene silencing in cultured adipocytes (3) causes marked fragmentation of lipid droplets, which may stimulate lipolysis through enhanced lipase action on the larger surface area per unit volume of triglyceride. Importantly, Nishino et al. show that cells depleted of both perilipin and FSP27 yielded no further lipid droplet fragmentation than cells depleted of FSP27 alone, yet lipolysis was increased further in the case of the former (1). Taken together, these findings support the idea that different mechanisms of
Lipid droplets and whole-body glucose homeostasis

The results obtained using the FSP27-KO mice generated by Nishino et al. (1) reveal a fascinating and instructive paradox when compared with effects of perilipin loss on whole-body metabolism. In both perilipin-KO and FSP27-KO animals, the amount of white adipose tissue (WAT) is markedly reduced (1, 12, 13). Similarly, both FSP27- and perilipin-KO mice show increased oxygen consumption and energy expenditure compared with wild-type mice, in concert with increased availability of fatty acid substrate emanating from unshielded lipid droplets. Yet, despite these similarities, Nishino et al. show FSP27-KO mice remain consistently insulin-sensitive, even on a high-fat diet, while perilipin-KO mice become insulin resistant (13, 16). Moreover, skeletal muscle and liver exhibit increased fatty acid oxidation in perilipin-KO mice but not in FSP27-KO mice. How can we account for such differences in phenotype?

As Nishino et al. (1) point out, this paradox may be explained by how white adipocytes respond to different modes of lipolytic stimulation. In the case of lipid droplet fragmentation by FSP27 depletion, the size and number of mitochondria in white adipocytes are increased and genes related to mitochondrial fatty acid transport and oxidation are upregulated. Even the expression of transcription factors such as nuclear respiratory factor 1 (NRF1) and mitochondrial transcription factor A (mtTFA), known to bolster mitochondrial biogenesis, are enhanced in WAT of the FSP27-KO mice. While such changes also follow perilipin-KO to some degree, the unilocular lipid droplet remains. Importantly, mitochondria localize around lipid droplets (17), which makes fatty acid substrates highly accessible. Thus, the increased surface area on the many small lipid droplets in FSP27-KO adipocytes likely enhances mitochondrial access to fatty acid substrates. Together, these effects may greatly increase fatty acid oxidation within WAT in the FSP27-depleted animal and attenuate the release of fatty acids to muscle and liver where they can cause insulin resistance. Increased release of fatty acids in the perilipin-KO mice may cause increased fatty acids to enter skeletal muscle and liver. Fatty acid oxidation is indeed enhanced in these tissues in the perilipin-KO mouse but not in the FSP27-KO animals. Thus, the unique lipid droplet fragmentation in WAT of the FSP27-KO mouse may uniquely elevate the fatty acid oxidation capacity of the WAT itself. This leads to a stunning, positive influence on whole-body glucose homeostasis. This concept is consistent with previous results in which the uncoupling protein UCP1 was expressed in WAT to increase its fatty acid oxidizing capacity, which enhanced whole-body glucose tolerance (18). Interestingly, part of this effect may be mediated through neuronal circuits between WAT and the brain (18).

Mechanisms linking lipid droplets to mitochondrial energetics

How might lipid droplet fragmentation and increased levels of intracellular fatty acids due to FSP27 ablation augment mitochondrial biogenesis and their capacity for fatty acid oxidation? Two candidates present themselves as likely intermediaries of these effects of increased intracellular fatty acids on mitochondrial function (Figure 2). The first includes nuclear receptors such as the PPAR protein family, known to be responsive to fatty acids and their derivatives. PPARγ agonists such as the thiazolidinediones further augment expression of genes related to fatty acid oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation in mature, fully differentiated adipocytes in culture (17). PPARγ agonists such as the thiazolidinediones further augment expression of genes related to fatty acid oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation in mature, fully differentiated adipocytes in culture (17). It is also well established that PPARγ isoforms PPARδ and PPARδ expressed in WAT strongly promote expression of genes in mitochondrial oxidative pathways (19–21). These latter transcription factors are most highly expressed in skeletal muscle (PPARδ) and liver (PPARα) and could be important intermediaries of the increased fatty acid oxidation.
lipid droplet protein FSP27 to fine-tune the relationship between fatty acid esterification versus fatty acid oxidation in mitochondria is a worthy hypothesis for further testing such hypotheses.
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